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coaching was necessary. And the colleges imitated their univer-
sity, Oriel to select men of judgment as fellows, and Balliol to
select scholars of linguistic promise. The home of lost causes
became the foster-mother of written examinations. In setting a
high goal of examinable scholarship, she did for the English
public schools voluntarily what the first state minister of public
instruction did for the Prussian Gymnasicn compulsorily. Just
in the nick of time she proved the virtues of which aristocratic
Anglican self-government was capable when its very existence
was threatened by French republicanism and Bonapartist
imperialism.
Nor was this all. For the Oxford humanists of the early
nineteenth century adapted the old medium of classical studies
to new and modern ends: reading for Greats provided the
future statesmen with second-hand political experience and the
future ecclesiastic with a pre-Christian revelation.
Vigorous as they became, Oxford and Cambridge suffered
however from a double defect. They were too classical and
mathematical, and too Anglican. They did not provide for the
study of all manner of subjects by all manner of men.
What they delayed in doing, others attempted. Thomas
Campbell in 1824 broached the idea. The result was the volun-
tary establishment of a joint-stock university in Gower Street,
with a range of professors almost as wide as at Berlin. The
impossibility of getting Englishmen to agree on religious
doctrine compelled the founders to confine their teaching to
secular subjects. This apparent though unintentional godless-
ness compelled the Canterbury party to found a rival King's
College where Anglican theory and practice might be com-
pulsory ingredients in every course of study; and a Tory
government helped by providing them with a site. Thanks
largely to the combined intervention of church and state,
London got two colleges instead of one. Yet neither obtained
the right to- confer degrees. Concurrent endowment was a
reasonable principle to apply to denominational elementary
schools in England, if not to denominational theological
seminaries in Ireland; but concurrent chartering of rival

